Academy of Electrical Contracting
The Greenbrier
Optional Activities Fact Sheet
(Revised 5/13/2011)
The following are the optional activities being held during our stay at The Greenbrier. Please note that
these are Academy exclusive events ~ meaning the activity or tour will consist of Academy Fellows and
their guests only. The same events are open to any Greenbrier guest and can be scheduled through the
resort should we fall short of the minimum needed or you would prefer to go at a different time or
day.
Friday, June 10
Spouse Program
Continental Breakfast
8:30 ~ 9:30 am
Optional: Property and Grounds Tour
9:30 am
No Charge
Enjoy The Greenbrier’s elegant architecture and renowned interior design which is highlighted on this
historic guided tour along with the notable works and antiques that grace the resorts interior. Discover
The Greenbrier’s rich heritage and learn more about what The Greenbrier is all about!
Optional: Beaded Jewelry Workshop
9:30 ~ 11:00 am
People are exploring arts and crafts like never before ~ attending a jewelry workshop is perfect for
those who want to learn to make jewelry. You will be able to experiment with a new art form, create
something beautiful to wear and enjoy socializing with all of your old and new friends ~ all at the same
time!
Join the instructor for this workshop where each participant will create a necklace, earrings or bracelet.
You will learn the technique of combining colors for unique effects as well as the basic techniques of
assembling beads into jewelry. Smokey Quartz, Black Onyx, Pearls and Swarovski crystals are just a
sneak peek into the many choices available.
The fee for the jewelry workshop is $30 per person to cover the materials cost. Each participant will
have a wonderful keepsake memento of their visit to The Greenbrier to take home. For those who
might want to watch and not participate, there is no charge.
In order to be sure we have enough supplies for each guest, please remember to register your
spouse/guest by May 27th!

Falconry ~ Canceled
2:00 - 3:00 pm
$60 per person
There is a 50-person maximum and a 25-person minimum for this tour
**All guests are required to sign a release**
Group will meet at 1:45 pm at the North Entrance for transportation to the Falconry location.
Guests will enjoy memorable intimate insights into the lives of raptors. By spending time with
these unique birds and The Falconry Foundation staff, you will leave having experienced an
unforgettable hour. During the hour, falconers and birds will mingle with you, talk about the
natural history of the birds, discuss the history of falconry and conduct a flying demonstration.

Bunker Tour
2:00 - 3:30 pm
$35 per person
There is a 25-person maximum and an 18-person minimum for this tour
Group will meet at 1:45 pm in the Trellis Lobby.
The secret is out! The declassified Bunker at The Greenbrier is a must-see experience that takes
you behind the scenes and walks you through a fascinating period in the resort's history. Carved
deep into the mountainside beneath the West Virginia Wing is an emergency Cold War fallout
shelter. Once a top secret U.S. government relocation facility for Congress, The Greenbrier Bunker
is now open to anyone interested in reliving a legendary piece of The Greenbrier history. Bunker
tours provide a unique and in-depth look behind the hidden doors and let you explore an aspect of
The Greenbrier that no other resort can claim.
Saturday, June 11
Culinary Class
12:30 - 2:00 pm
$95 per person
Group will meet in the Culinary Arts Center
A member of The Greenbrier Culinary Staff will tantalize your senses by demonstrating their
professional talents so you can enjoy the wonderful world of fine cuisine. After the presentation,
you will enjoy a lunch made from local fare with a Chef’s selection from The Greenbrier Farm and
other area vendors.

Bunker Tour
2:00 - 3:30 pm
$35 per person
There is a 25-person maximum and an 18-person minimum for this tour
Group will meet at 1:45 pm in the Trellis Lobby.
See June 10th for tour description.

Gun Club ~ Canceled
2:30 - 3:30 pm
See Pricing Below
There is a 20-person maximum for this tour
In order to allow enough time to process paperwork and collect supplies, the group will meet at 2:00
pm at the North Entrance Lobby to catch the Kate’s Mountain Shuttle.
Pricing:
Trap, per round of 25 shots ~ $53.00 per person
Skeet, per round of 25 shots ~ $53.00 per person
Sporting Clays - Introduction to Sporting Clays (one hour & 25 shots) ~ $185.50 per person
**Pricing includes use of gun, shells, vest, ear and eye protection**
Since the Gun Club's inception in 1913, skeet and trap have been popular pastimes at The
Greenbrier. Located atop Kate's Mountain, the Gun Club's current offerings include four
combination trap and skeet fields and a 10-station sporting clays course. The sporting clays course
was designed by Justin Jones and John Higgins of the British School of Shooting and challenges
shooters of all skill levels.

